
Thank you for inviting me on your publishing

journey!  My goal is to help you publish with

Confidence
!

In this workbook, you will find:

Heartfelt letter from me

Publish with Confidence step-by-step process

Early Brainstorming

CHECKLIST of all the parts of the pattern

Tips and bits not to forget!

Blank space for your notes



Designer's Editorial workbook

Dear Crochet Designers,

Do you want to publish PERFECT patterns?  Of course you do! As a

technical editor, I want to help you deliver clear, and flawless

patterns to the world so we can spread crochet beauty.

But there are so many steps between idea and published pattern, it's

easy to miss something.  That's where this workbook can help.

If you thrive knowing all the pieces necessary and all steps of the

process, I have checklists for you.  If you like a looser form of

organization and just a place to jot notes, I have some more

generalized pages for you.  There are also pages if you're somewhere

in between.

There is an example page filled in with ideas and a blank page for

your use.  Make as many copies of the blanks as you need!

Let these worksheets be a guideline for your writing and editorial 

process.  You may use one or all, but I highly encourage you to

review the checklists and don't forget your Tech Editing step!

I am always here at FiatFiberArts.com to help you.  

Happy Designing! 

  - Emily Reiter

P.S. Special Services options for you

at the end!!



PPublish with confidence
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This can be a place to jot down your own
notes.  

Maybe you saw a picture that inspired
you or you need to acquire yarn.

How does your writing process work best?

Maybe you list the testers you're going to
use?  

Reserve time with Tech Editor.

List possible
publications.

What Steps do
you need to take
to perfect your
pattern?
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Organize

notesPATTERN
Parts of my Cover Page

Sections of Instructions

Notes on Publication

Check off steps of the
process, parts of the
pattern or places to
publish,  

Here you can loosely write your title ideas, materials, gauge
notes, types of stitches involved in the pattern.  All those
preliminary steps that might otherwise be forgotten but are
necessary to the pattern.   

Are there different parts to the pattern?  Top, bottom, front
back, arms, legs?  How many sizes?  Maybe draw a
picture of the stitch diagram or schematic?  

Did you Tech Edit and Test?  What is your publication
process?  Do you submit the same pattern in multiple
places?  Do you have different versions of the same
pattern?  Jot them down here and use the circles below to
check off when that item is finished.



notesPATTERN
Parts of my Cover Page

Sections of Instructions

Notes on Publication

Organize

My Checklist:



Notes Regarding Current Pattern

Parts of a Pattern

Title                                                                       
logo__________________________________  
Photo                                                                   
Romance                                                             
Materials                                                           
Yarn                                                                       
                                                                                 
Hook                                                                     
notions                                                               
                                                                                 
gauge                                                                   
                                                                                 
finished_measurements                               
                                                                                 
pattern_key                                                       
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
special_stitches_&_Techniques______ 
                                                                                  
  project_level                                                 
  notes:_                                                               
                       
instructions____see_next_page_______
photo_tutorials
copywrite/your_links/Affiliates_____

Tech Editor

Testers

Revise & TE Final Review

Publish

Editorial Cycle

D E T A I L S

The Awesomest Pattern
By Me

Lovely for any occasion, great gift .

Green, Red, Purple

H, K, Q
Scissors, Buttons, Needle

Row & Stitches per 4"
Circle/Motif diameter

to Emily by Friday
Using my Bulk Tech Edit time

Call for testers while at TE
Out to testers for a week
I' l l rough draft my blog post while
waiting . . .

Revisions after testing
Back to Emily for final check

On the blog, On Ravelry, l inked both
places, submit to other sources

All sizes, if any
sc, dc , tr , hdc, st(s) , sp(s) , FPtr,
beg, ch, etc .

FPtr, shell ,  unique sts
             Easy, Beginner, etc .
worked top down, in pieces and 
seamed, etc .



Notes Regarding Current Pattern

Parts of a Pattern

Title                                                                      
logo
Photo                                                                   
Romance                                                             
Materials                                                           
Yarn                                                                       
                                                                                 
Hook                                                                     
notions                                                               
                                                                                 
gauge                                                                   
                                                                                 
finished_measurements                               
                                                                                 
pattern_key                                                       
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
special_stitches_&_Techniques               
                                                                     
project_level                                                   
notes:

instructions           
photo_tutorials 
copywrite/your_links/Affiliates 

Tech Editor

Testers

Revision

Tech Edit Final Review

Editorial Cycle

D E T A I L S



How will you express your voice?

Tips for Instructions
Beginning/Foundation chain or adjustable
loop precedes first line.

Be consistent with sizes throughout pattern
referencing stitch counts S (M, L, XL, 2X).

Bold Headings for sections/pieces of
pattern.

Use Italics for instructions that are not stitch
related.

Stitch Counts:  On the first line and when
count changes. <brackets> or bolded? See
side note-->

How will you write repeats or use
punctuation? See side note-->

Finishing instructions

Optional enhancements:

Chart/Diagram: Valuable for complex stitch
patterns

Schematics:  Valuable and vital for
garments

Round or Row?

Actual Stitching

Stitch Count

Punctuation Review

Style Guide

P A T T E R N

In Bold with #: Rounds are
continuous or joined.
Rows do not join.

Tell them number of each type
of stitch made, or pattern
repeat. - In Bold, at line end.

Number and type of stitches
made, location, repeats, all
separated by commas.

Visit Craft Yarn Council
or Fiat Fiber Arts "How to
Write Crochet" series.

This is where you can develop your writing style. 
Do you have a style sheet?  What size font do you use?  
Which headings are in bold?  What instructions are in Italics?  
How much text will you use?  



How will you express your voice?

Instructions
foundation or ring                                                
Row/Round 1:                                                               
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                            
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                         
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
  finishing:                                                                     
                                                                                           
                                                                                           
                                                                                            

Round or Row?

Actual Stitching

Stitch Count

Punctuation 

Style Guide

P A T T E R N



You are on your way to publishing a fantastic pattern!

Feel free to make as many copies of this book for

your own personal use.  

Well Done!!!



All services are $40/hour

Visit Fiatfiberarts.com to purchase your time. 

You will then get instructions to sign up for a day
at my Calendly site.  After that, you'll email me your
pattern. 

 SERVICES

Contact Emily via emily.tony08@gmail.com

FiatFiberArts.com or @FiatFiberArts on

Pinterest, Facebook, & Instagram


